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Dear editor,
Several studies have recently reported on major
vulnerabilities in the Signaling System No.7 (SS7)
used in mobile networks [1, 2]. The reported vul-
nerabilities and security issues would lead to the
illegal acquisition and tampering of mobile com-
munication user data, known as cellphone user
data. The cellphone user data contain important
information such as identity identification, loca-
tion identification, security parameter-set. Due to
these vulnerabilities, an increasing number of solu-
tions have been presented to address the security
issues [2–4]. Currently, almost all solutions deploy
signaling firewalls or signaling monitors at the op-
erators’ network boundaries to filter or monitor the
abnormal signaling from exterior networks. These
solutions are passive protection mechanisms and
can effectively prevent abnormal-signaling from
external networks but cannot prevent abusive ac-
cess using normal signaling. This study proposes
a proactive defense mechanism known as DVM to
address this issue. The DVM mechanism estab-
lishes a dynamic and virtual mapping between the
cellphone user’s identity identification and other
data to conceal the real mapping relations. Thus
attackers fail to access real user data. The DVM
mechanism uses dynamic technique to manipulate
user data.

Contributions. The main contributions of this
study are summarized as follows.

(1) An attack model and an attack chain are
developed that form the the basis for the entire
study.

(2) The user’s data mapping relation and their
wide distribution could be the main reasons for
user data disclosure. Based on this analysis, we
eliminate the proactive defense thoughts to break
or conceal user data’s mapping relation in insecure
SS7 networks.

Based on the DVM mechanism, these challeng-
ing issues are addressed: (a) manipulating data
under the existing mobile communication mecha-
nisms; (b) the conditions that must be met when
a data item is manipulated; (c) implementing user
data dynamic manipulation; (d) ensuring normal
communication after user data are dynamically
manipulated.

A theoretical analysis model is presented to
evaluate the DVM’s security efficiency. In addi-
tion, the effects of multiple parameters (e.g., time-
interval, and occurrence probability of user data
dynamic manipulation) on security improvement
are studied.

Attack model and attack chain. In SS7 net-
works, attackers may attack user data via two abu-
sive access modes: (1) sending normal signaling or
normal commands to users’ data storage entities
to acquire or tamper with user data; (2) collect-
ing signaling data on signaling pathways to extract
user data that are carried in signaling data.
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To meet the SS7 protocol specifications, attack-
ers tend to acquire necessary conditions (known as
necessary resources) such as target users’ identity
identifications and data storage entities’ addresses,
to attack user data.

The following assumptions based on the afore-
mentioned analysis:

(1) Only attackers who have acquired the neces-
sary resources, R, can complete an attack process.
R represents a set of necessary resources. Thus,
R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn}.

(2) Attack processes are serial and mutually re-
stricted. A follow-up process relies on the previous
process. If a process is not completed, the corre-
sponding follow-up processes cannot be performed.

(3) Let pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be the probability of
attackers successfully acquiring the necessary re-
sources Ri (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).

(4) pe denotes the successful probability of at-
tacking user data after attackers have acquired the
necessary resources R.

State transfer graph is used to delineate the pro-
cess of attacking user data. In the attack chain, S0

denotes the initial state of an attack process. Send

denotes the successful-completion state of the at-
tack.

The probability of an attacker shifting from the
initial state to successfully completing the attack
process (i.e., psucc) is expressed as follows:

psucc = p1 × p2 × · · · × pn × pe. (1)

From the attack model and attack chain, we in-
fer that once the network access permissions or
necessary resources are obtained by the attackers,
they are likely to be effective for a long period of
time; therefore, breaking or disrupting the attack
chain can effectively address the issues of abusive
access to user data.

Basic idea of DVM. In mobile networks, differ-
ent data items that belong to the same users are
usually mapped when they are stored, transmit-
ted and interchanged. Thus, once a data item are
known, attackers can easily access the other data
items that are mapped with the known data item
belonging to the same user. Besides, due to cell-
phone users’ mobility characteristics, user data are
normally transmitted frequently from one network
entity to another and are normally widely stored in
different entities, including different operator net-
works. From the attack model, we infer that the
users’ data mapping relation and the wide data
distribution may be the main characteristics that
are exploited to illegally access user data. As a
result, we eliminate proactive defense thoughts to
break or conceal users’ data mapping relation in
the insecure SS7 networks.

Further, based on human behaviors, attackers
usually target specific persons, groups, or net-
works; thus, the targets’ identity identification
used in the networks should be considered as infor-
mation given a priori. We believe that protecting
user data involves securing a rich set of data items
that have mapping relations with users’ identity
identifications. Therefore, the DVM mechanism
is presented to establish a dynamic and virtual
mapping between users’ identity identification and
other datasets to conceal the mapping relation be-
tween users’ real identities and other data items.

Let ID be user’s identity identification (e.g.,
cellphone number). Let SID denote the dataset
that has a mapping relation with ID; thus, SID =
{d1, d2, d3, . . . , dk}, where di denotes the ith data-
item in set SID, and k denotes the number of data
items.

The basic idea of the DVM mechanism is to es-
tablish a dynamic and virtual mapping between
ID and SID. If a user intends to protect a subset
of SID, then our strategy is to establish a dynamic
and virtual mapping between ID and the subsets
of SID.

We design two ways to establish the dynamic
and virtual mappings between ID and SID. First,
SID in hidden by dynamically manipulating a
user’s data set or subset. Second, ID is hidden by
dynamically manipulating a user’s identity iden-
tification. Figure 1(a) and (b) depict these two
approaches.
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Figure 1 Two approaches to implement user data dy-
namic and virtual mappings. (a) Dynamically manipulat-
ing user dataset; (b) dynamically manipulating user Iden-
tity identification.

Using the mapping techniques, two challenging
issues can be mitigated: whether user data can
be manipulated under the existing mobile commu-
nication mechanisms and the required conditions
for manipulation a data item. The two challenges
are addressed by analyzing the attributes of user
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data as well as spatiotemporal and spatiotempo-
ral mapping characteristics (detailed information
is included in Appendix A).

To address the challenges with respect to (1)
the dynamic manipulation of user data and (2)
to ensure normal communication after some data
items are dynamically manipulated, we developed
a DVM principle prototype based on existing mo-
bile communication networks. In the principle pro-
totype, the dynamic manipulation is separately
verified with location, routing and identity iden-
tifications (i.e., MSISDN number) in different sce-
narios. The MSISDN number for dynamic manip-
ulation mechanism was reported previously [5].

Security efficiency evaluation. Based on the at-
tack state transfer diagram (refer to Appendix B),
we analyzed the security improvement offered by
the DVM mechanism and suggested methods to
achieve good security efficiency.

Let pij denote the probability that the state is
transformed from Si to Sj (i > j; i = 1, 2, . . . , n;
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1). According to the attack
model as well as the attack chain, we concluded
that the attackers’ attack state at time t only de-
pends on the state at time t−1 and is independent
of any state prior to time t−1. Thus, we model
the attack chain as a Markov chain.

Let psi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and pse respectively rep-
resent the steady-state probability of the attackers’
attack state being in Si and Send. Then, the prob-
ability for the attackers’ successful attacks (i.e.,
p′succ) is expressed as

p′succ = pse = psn × p′e. (2)

In (2), p′e is the probability that the state is
transferred from Sn to Send.

We introduce γ, which is the attack-difficulty in-
crement, to quantify security improvement offered
by the proposed DVM mechanism. γ is expressed
as

γ =
psucc − p′succ

p′succ
=

psucc

p′succ
− 1. (3)

In (3), psucc and p′succ are derived from (1) and
(2).

Three conclusions are presented from the anal-
ysis results. First, the DVM mechanism substan-
tially improves the overall system security by in-
creasing attack difficulty. Second, the dynamic-

manipulation time interval and the dynamic ma-
nipulation probabilities significantly affect the
attack-success probability and attack difficulty.
Last, defense efficiency can be improved by dy-
namically manipulating the necessary resources
that must be acquired earlier in the attack chain.

Conclusion. To address the issue of user data
disclosure in SS7 networks, a proactive defense
mechanism known as DVM was proposed. We
first built the attack model and attack chain and
then analyzed the main factor that leads to user
data disclosure in SS7 networks. This motivated
us to eliminate proactive thoughts concerning de-
fense against such attacks. In addition, we ad-
dressed four challenging issues of the DVM mech-
anism. Finally, we analyzed the DVM’S security
efficiency. We believe that the DVM mechanism is
a theoretical foundation that will adapt to a wide
range of application scenarios to improve data se-
curity.
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